exploratory bouts in a novel environment? The only way to find out will be to record chronically across multiple units and cortical layers during the actual behavior and plasticity process.
Finally, how such a shift in excitatory-inhibitory balance might be achieved is of interest. The brevity of Retinal Waves: Stirring Up a Storm the exploratory behavior required for bidirectional map changes is suggestive. Remarkably, just 4 min/week (of which only a fraction is spent actively scanning) in a In many parts of the developing nervous system, neunovel environment over a month of deprivation is suffironal connectivity becomes more precise as some incient to shrink the spared whisker representation. Focal puts are eliminated while others are maintained. This attention to a stimulus can enhance a cell's peak reprocess of synaptic refinement requires neurotransmissponse (Gilbert, 1998) and has most often been linked sion (Lichtman et al., 1998). The temporal properties of with state-dependent activity of neuromodulatory systhis activity, rather than its mere presence, are thought tems (Weinberger, 1995). Increases in behaviorally releto be necessary to drive segregation of competing invant inputs require cholinergic input from the basal foreputs. In particular, much modeling work built on the brain, whose stimulation can also modify cortical maps initial theory by Hebb suggests that synchronous inputs (Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). It is tempting to speculate are costrengthened, whereas asynchronous firing of in- 
